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in. At present the moral obloquy of the world is a negligible force
in Japan. Far from serving to modify the determination of the
Japanese, it merely tends to strengthen it. Were the Government to
show any inclination to temporize or compromise with the League of
Nations, further assassinations if not internal revolution would almost
certainly result.
(2)	This national temper is based on many factors, of which the
following are important:
(a)	The military are determined to maintain their prestige and
to permit no interference whatsoever,
(b)	The essentially important element of " saving face " permits
no backward step.
(c)	The belief that Manchuria is the " life line " of Japan has
been carefully inculcated among the people.
(d)	Future financial difficulties due to the huge expenses of the
Manchurian campaign are totally disregarded by the
military, which simply refuses to be bothered with ideas of
retrenchment in matters touching their province.
(e)	The Japanese are fundamentally incapable of comprehending
the sanctity of contractual obligations when such obliga-
tions conflict with what they conceive to be their own
interests.
(3)	As for the incursion into Jehol, I have reason to believe that the
Japanese are taking special precautions to avoid crossing the Great
Wall, even although the campaign may be rendered considerably
more costly and difficult by this decision.   It would be unwise, however,
to overlook the risk that developments or incidents, now unforeseen,
may lead to the taking of Peiping and Tientsin, which would of
course immediately bring foreign interests into direct clash with
Japan.   Japan is perfectly capable of replying to any action of the
League in applying active sanctions by promptly occupying North
China.   This really constitutes the greatest potential danger for the
future.
(4)	Finally, we must bear in mind the fact that a considerable
section of the public and the Army, influenced by military propaganda,
believes that eventual war between either the United States or Russia,
or both, and Japan is inevitable.    The military machine, already
in a high state of efficiency, is steadily and rapidly being strengthened
and its arrogance and self-confidence are complete.   The Navy is
becoming increasingly bellicose.    With this temper present in the
Army, the Navy, and the public, the risk is always present that any
incident tending to inflame public opinion might lead Japan to take
radical steps without counting the cost thereof.
The foregoing diagnosis represents the opinion not only of the
principal members of the Embassy staff but of most of my diplomatic
colleagues and other foreigners in Tokyo. These facts and views
are of course reflected in my frequent reports to the Secretary of
State.

